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This is the first report on the European Venture Philanthropy Industry published by the
European Venture Philanthropy Association. The purpose of the report is to provide
key statistics on an industry that is still in the early stages of evolution. The survey
that enabled EVPA’s Knowledge Centre to collect the data presented will be repeated
on an annual basis to provide independent industry statistics on European Venture
Philanthropy. The survey itself will be refined according to the feedback received on
the first survey and the objective is to create a longitudinal database with VP industry
statistics that can be analysed over time. EVPA acts as the main repository of data on
the VP industry in Europe. As venture philanthropy continues to grow, the industrybuilding role of the association becomes increasingly important, thus also calling for the
development of best practice and guidelines.

Definition of Venture Philanthropy
Venture philanthropy works to build stronger investee organisations with a societal
purpose (SPOs) by providing them with both financial and non-financial support in
order to increase their societal impact. EVPA purposely uses the word societal because
the impact may be social, environmental, medical or cultural. The venture philanthropy
approach includes both the use of social investment and grants. The key characteristics
of venture philanthropy include high engagement, organizational capacity-building,
tailored financing, non-financial support, involvement of networks, multi-year support
and performance measurement.

Survey Scope and Methodology
The survey aimed to capture the activity of VP organisations (VPOs) based in Europe,
although their investment activity may take place in other continents. The survey was
undertaken in the summer of 2011 and targeted EVPA’s full members, organisations
whose primary activity is venture philanthropy, and EVPA’s associate members that
are active in high engagement grant making and social investment as part of their
philanthropy or investment activity. The survey was also sent to VP organisations that we
had been in touch with, either as previous EVPA members or otherwise. Using snowball
sampling, we asked all respondents to provide examples of other VP organisations outside
of EVPA membership in order to capture as large a percentage as possible of the total VP
population in Europe. Out of the 65 surveys sent, we got 50 responses.
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ExECutIvE SummarY
year vP activity Founded
Number of Respondents l n = 50
2011

2
1

1

1

1

1

2

1
3

2
1

1

1
2

2

2002

1

2

3

2004

> 10 years old

1

1

2005

2001

1

2

2006

2003

1

2

2008
2007

demographics of vpos
most of the respondents were based in Western Europe, with a large
percentage (30%) from the united Kingdom, and only three respondents from
Eastern Europe. the average age of the vpos is seven years, with a peak in new
vpos being set up in 2005 and 2006. the organisations that were set up more
than 10 years ago include grant-makers or social investors that have gradually
moved to a vp model, but became aware of the concept at the beginning of
the movement in Europe, starting in the 2000’s.

1

2010
2009

results of the survey

1
1

1
2

2

UK/Ireland
Germany/Switzerland/Austria
Scandinavian
US

3

1

1

1

many of the founders of vpos come from the private sector, entrepreneurs
or private equity/venture capital, whereas the managers (executive staff )
have a mix of non-profit and private sector backgrounds. a majority (65%) of
European vpos are structured as foundations, trusts or charities, and some
are set up as companies, funds or multiple structures, although each country
has its own terms and variations of these forms. most vpos (54%) are nonendowed, implying that they engage in continuous fundraising activity.

France/Italy/Sain
Benelux
Eastern Europe

Number of vP orgs by size category
(total funding committed) €M
n=47
> 100M 17%

11 - 100M 36%

vp positioning in investment landscape
the survey confirmed that
Expected Type of returns
the vpos either require a
n = 50
societal return only (50%) or
SOCIETAL = FINANCIAL 10%
a societal return as a primary
objective above the pursuit
of a financial return (38%),
thus pursuing impact first
strategies. a majority (68%)
of the vpos that do generate
a financial return use it to
SOCIETAL FINANCIAL < 38%
reinvest in other Spos.

FINANCIAL > SOCIETAL 2%

SOCIETAL RETURN ONLY 50%

resources of European vp
the European venture philanthropy is still in its infancy, with many relatively small
organisations struggling for survival. Funding is committed either in foundations or funds,
and the average size of the funding is €82m. However, since only 17% of the vpos are
bigger than €100m, the median of €11m gives a better picture of the reality of most vpos.
Indeed, 47% of the vpos are smaller than €10m. the total funding available to invest
using a vp approach is €3.86billion, adding up the size of the endowments and funds of
the respondents. the reality is that only a small percentage (approx. 5%) of endowments
tends to be spent every year, so that the actual funding available is a much lower figure.

< 10M 47%

median and Average Org Size:
Median size: €11M
Average size: €82M

EuropEan vEnturE pHILantHropY aSSoCIatIon KnoWLEdGE CEntrE
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the main source of funding (40%1) of vp activities in money
terms comes from endowment income, meaning that
established foundations with an endowment finance their
vp activities with the income from their own endowment.
other important funding sources include pE/vC/Hedge funds,
individuals and corporations.
the survey found that 437 people are employed by the vpos
surveyed, with an average staff size of 9 people. adding to this
number is a pool of 293 volunteers and 1495 contributors of
non-financial services.

7

Sources of Funding
n=44
FOUNDATIONS 4%

OTHER 2%
ENDOWMENT INCOME40%

CORPORATIONS 14%

INDIVIDUALS 17%
PE/VC/HEDGE FUNDS 23%

vp Investment focus
European vpos invest across a spectrum of organizational types. non-profit organisations,
with or without trading attract a majority of the funding provided by vp organisations,
representing 33% and 25% respectively of 2010 vp expenditure. Impact first social
enterprises attracted 25% of the funding, and enterprises that generate financial returns
first, combined with a societal return, attracted 13% of the funding.
most vp activity focuses on organisations in the small to
medium category. the survey confirms that the greatest
percentage of respondents target the size categories of
€250,000-1m (69% of respondents), and €1m-5m (67%). vp
generally targets young investee organisations: 2-5 years being
the most common age.
In terms of social sector focus, health is the number one sector,
receiving 27% of total funding, followed by education, with
21% of total funding. the three organisations that had no sector
focus invested 10% of the total funding in vp, and actually
focused on social entrepreneurship in general, regardless of
social sector.

vP Spend in 2010 (€) per type of investee
n=44
SOCIETAL AND
FINANCIAL IMPACT 13%

OTHER 5%

IMPACT FIRST SOCIAL
ENTERPRISES 25%

NGO, NO TRADING 25%

NGO TRADING 33%

vP Spend in 2010 (€) by target sector
n=35
CULTURE/ARTS 3%
DEVELOPMENT/HOUSING 7%

LAW/ADVOCACY 2%
RESEARCH 2%
SOCIAL SERVICES 2%

ENVIRONMENT 9%

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS
(GENERAL) 10%

HEALTH 27%
OTHER 16%

EDUCATION 21%

1

these figures are calculated by multiplying
the estimate % of total funding with the total
funding size as detailed above.
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ExECutIvE SummarY
In terms of ultimate beneficiaries of the vp funding, the survey
found that 60% of European vpos target children and youth as the
ultimate beneficiaries of their investees’ activity, followed by people
suffering from poverty (58%), disabled people (46%), minority ethnic
communities (42%) and people suffering from disease (42%).

ultimate target Groups (Final Beneficiaries) of investee SPO’s
Number of respondents n=50
CHILDREN / YOUTH

60%

PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM POVERTY

58%

DISABLED PEOPLE

46%

MINORITY ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

42%

PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM DISEASE

42%

WOMEN

36%

ENVIRONMENT

36%

ELDERY PEOPLE

30%

RE-OFFENDERS

28%

OTHER

20%

European vpos tend to focus their activities either on their own
domestic market (30% of funding) or on a particular region within
their domestic market (31%), and otherwise on developing countries,
with africa (18%) and asia (10%) being the main target regions.
Latin america attracts about 2% of the funding, and European-wide
funding only accounts for 4% of total funding.
Geographic Portfolio
Percent of 2010 VP Spend (€)
OTHER 8%

ASIA 10%

DOMESTIC MARKET 30%

AFRICA 18%
EUROPEAN WIDE 4%

LOCAL REGION 31%

vp Investment process
deal flow and investment appraisal. Finding the right investee Spos
is a fundamental part of a vpo’s activity. 90% of vpos directly identify
and approach the Spos to invest in, whereas 54% of the European
vpos that participated in the study accept open applications.
investee identification Activities
Percent of total answering “yes” n=50

EuropEan vEnturE pHILantHropY aSSoCIatIon KnoWLEdGE CEntrE

18%

2%
OTHER

42%

APPLICATIONS AT
SPECIFIC DATES

6%
OTHER

36%
COMPETITIONS

52%
EXISTING
PORTFOLIO ORGS

54%
DESK RESEARCH

NETWORKING /
INTERMEDIARIES

82%

54% of respondents identify SPO’s
through applications...

APPLICATIONS
ALL YEAR

90% of respondents identify and approach
target SPO’s proactively, specifically trough...

maY 2012
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investment. vpos have invested over €1 billion through financial and non-financial
support since they began their operations, with an average annual financial spend and
non-financial spend of €4million and €1million respectively per vpo.
the median vp portfolio holds 10 investee organisations, and investment duration lasts
between 2-5 years on average. Grants are the primary financing instrument used by
European vpo’s, representing 72% of the total funding distributed to investees. Equity and
quasi-equity represent 11% of the total funding. debt instruments account for 9% of the
total funding, and include Loans, Senior Loans, Subordinated Loans, and Convertible Loans.
How much have you invested in vP in total (financial & non-financial) since the beginnings
of your operations (€m)2?
n=45
Total

1044M

>100M n=8

670M

11M-100M n=17

266M

<10M n=20

Average Total investment
€23M
20%
median Total investment €7M
6%

17%
29%

96M

Financial instrument Portfolio
Percent of 2010 VP Spend (€)
n=42
OTHER 5%
DEBT 9%

GUARANTEE 2%
HYBRID GRANTS 1%

EQUITY AND
QUASI-EQUITY 11%
GRANTS 72%

2
total includes respondents that did not
specify their fund size.
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ExECutIvE SummarY
YEARLY 5%
WEEKLY 10%

HALF-YEARLY
18%
high-engagement and non-fi
nancial services.
High engagement is evident in statistics on
frequency of meetings with the Spos, as well as the proportion of vpos that take board seats.

the most frequently quoted non-financial services are strategy consulting, coaching and
providing access to networks, and non-financial support is by many quoted as being more
important or as important as the funding.
Frequency of Face-to-Face meetings with
investees’ management Teams
Percentage of Respondents n=50

MONTHLY 36%

QUARTERLY 30%

in which percent of your investees do you
take a board seat?
Percentage of Respondents n=50
NEVER 28%

YEARLY 5%
WEEKLY 10%

HALF-YEARLY 18%

MAJORITY OF CASES 28%
QUARTERLY 30%

Type of Non-Financial Support
NEVER 28%
Percentage of respondents
STRATEGY CONSULTING

98%

COACHING

80%

NETWORKS

70%

FUNDRAISING
MAJORITY OF
CASES 28%

66%

GOVERNANCE

60%

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

56%

MARKETING / COMMS

54%

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

48%

LEGAL

42%

HR

38%

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

36%

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

28%

IT

22%

ESTATE MANAGEMENT

3

MINORITY OF CASES 28%

MONTHLY 36%

investees’ Perception of non-financial support vs. funding3
Percentage of respondents
LESS IMPORTANT 15%

MINORITY OF CASES 28%

8%

according to investor respondents

EuropEan vEnturE pHILantHropY aSSoCIatIon KnoWLEdGE CEntrE

MORE IMPORTANT 58%
AS IMPORTANT 27%
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performance measurement. Social performance measurement is an area where European
vpos are still struggling. While many measure the social and financial performance, few have
implemented impact measurement systems that are able to aggregate performance on portfolio
level, and the social impact measures are still to be integrated in the vpo’s strategic decisionmaking. the objectives of the impact measurement system are in many cases based on output
measures such as “number of people reached” whereas few attempt to measure social value or
impact, which requires a measurement of the change in outcome, and assessing attribution.
Objectives of social impact measurement system
n=48

40
OUTPUT

40
OUTCOME

Effects on
Numbers
target
of people
population
reached,
items sold, etc.

30

16

CHANGES
IN
OUTCOMES

VALUES
ASSIGNED
TO
INDICATORS

Change in
effects
over time

Financial
value to the
indicator

15
SOCIAL
VALUE

17
FIN VALUE
VS. SOCIAL
VALUE
CREATED

OTHER

Monetising
Investee’s
social
contibution to
value vs.
Social Value
financial
investment

exits. most vpos plan their exit strategies, either in all cases (38%)
or sometimes (34%).
the types of exits depend on the financing instrument used, but in
general, the most common exit is through achieving financial and
organizational resilience, followed by finding follow-on funding
from other social investor or passing the investment on to a public
institution.

Conclusion

2

do you have a Planned Exit Strategy for your investments
n=50
NOT AT ALL 6%

ABSOLUTELY 38%

the Evpa survey has attempted to highlight the key components
of the venture philanthropy approach in terms of general demographics, positioning
and investment process. the findings of the survey highlight that the industry involves
a variety of different types of organisations, professionals and funders. Foundations
have become major players, both in terms of vpos and in terms of funders of vp. the
positioning of vp in the investment space is clearly on generating societal impact, above
financial return, but vpos organisations generate such a societal impact through multiple
paths. many vpos still focus on providing grants, albeit in a high-engagement manner.
While some large foundations drive the industry through funding available and resources
invested, some of the smaller funds are showing high degrees of innovation through the
range of financing instruments used.

MOSTLY NOT 4%
NEITHER/NOR 18%

SOMETIMES 34%
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Purpose of the Report
This is the first report on the European Venture Philanthropy Industry published by the
European Venture Philanthropy Association. The purpose of the report is to provide key
statistics on an industry that is still in the early stages of evolution. The survey results
show that the VP industry has already achieved some important milestones, including
the cumulative investment of over € 1 billion in total support since inception. Venture
philanthropy (VP) has evolved from a network of a few organisations to an industry
that includes a core group of VP organisations and a range of funders and specialized
consultants. The venture philanthropy industry works to support organisations with
a societal purpose, of various legal forms, approaches and objectives, that all share
an entrepreneurial approach. This report focuses on the core venture philanthropy
organisations (VPOs) that use a VP approach to fund organisations that aim to achieve a
societal impact. It is based on a comprehensive survey conducted by EVPA’s Knowledge
Centre that captured key statistics on 50 European VPOs. Our ambition is to repeat the
survey annually and for the industry report to become the key point of reference on
European VP and social investment.
The report is structured as follows. It starts with a definition of VP, its emergence, the role
of EVPA and the methodology of the survey. It then presents the results of the survey,
including the following sections:
1. Demographics of VP organisations in survey
2. VP positioning in investment landscape
3. Resources of European VP
4. VP investment focus
5. VP investment process
a. Deal flow and investment appraisal
b. Investment
c. High engagement and non-financial services
d. Performance measurement
e. Exit
Finally, the report presents the key conclusions based on the results of the survey.

What is Venture Philanthropy?
Venture philanthropy works to build stronger investee organisations with a societal
purpose (SPOs) by providing them with both financial and non-financial support in
order to increase their societal impact. EVPA purposely uses the word societal because
the impact may be social, environmental, medical or cultural. The venture philanthropy
approach includes both the use of social investment and grants.
As venture philanthropy spreads globally, specific practices may be adapted to local
conditions, yet it maintains a set of widely accepted, key characteristics:
• High engagement – Hands-on relationships between SPO management and venture
philanthropists
• Organisational capacity-building – Building the operational capacity of portfolio
organisations, by funding core operating costs rather than individual projects

EUROPEAN VENTURE PHILANTHROPY ASSOCIATION KNOWLEDGE CENTRE
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• Tailored financing – Using a range of financing mechanisms tailored to the needs of
the supported organisation
• Non-financial support – Providing value-added services such as strategic planning to
strengthen management
• Involvement of networks – Enabling access to networks that provide various and often
complementing skill-sets and resources to the investees
• Multi-year support – Supporting a limited number of organisations for 3-5 years, then
exiting when organisation are financially or operationally sustainable
• Performance measurement – Placing emphasis on good business planning,
measurable outcomes, achievement of milestones and financial accountability and
transparency
The following diagram aims to clarify the role of the venture philanthropy organisation
in building stronger investee organisations with a societal purpose. The venture
philanthropy organisation acts as a vehicle, channeling funding from investors and
co-investors and providing non-financial support to various investee organisations.
The non-financial support is provided by the VP organisation itself, but also by external
organisations and individuals. The investee organisations in turn develop multiple
projects that may be focused on particular sectors such as healthcare, education,
environment, culture, medical research, etc. The ultimate beneficiaries are usually groups
in society that are somehow disadvantaged, including disabled, women, children, etc.
The societal impact ultimately needs to be measured by assessing how the lives of the
beneficiaries are improved thanks to the actions of the investee organisations, and going
one step further, assessing the contribution of the VPO to that improvement. The VPO
generates social impact by building stronger investee organisations that can better help
their target beneficiaries and achieve greater efficiency and scale with their operations.
Investors in venture philanthropy are usually focused on the social return on their
investment, rather than on the financial return.
VENTURE PHILANTHROPY - BUILDING STRONGER INVESTEE ORGANISATIONS
INVESTORS

CO-INVESTORS

VP ORGANISATION
(VPO)
Financing Non-financial support

SOCIETAL +
FINANCIAL
RETURN

NON-FINANCIAL
SUPPORT

INVESTEE ORGANISATIONS
NGO 1

........

NGO n

SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE 1 ........

MULTIPLE SOCIETAL PROJECTS DEVELOPED
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Emergence of Venture Philanthropy
Venture philanthropy is a high-engagement, partnership approach, analogous to the
practices of venture capital in building the commercial value of young companies.
VP in its modern form developed originally in the US in the mid-1990s, took hold in the
UK from 20024 and has since expanded is into continental Europe . The term ‘venture
philanthropy’ can be traced back as far as the 1960s in the US, but it was only during the
1990s that the term gained popularity and stimulated a debate on new forms of highly
engaged grant making by foundations. An influential Harvard Business Review paper
by Letts, Ryan and Grossman5 challenged foundations to employ tools from venture
capital to invest in the organisational, rather than the programmatic, needs of social
purpose organisations. Porter and Kramer6 subsequently challenged foundations to
create greater value and to act as more than a passive conduit for transferring finance
from private sources to grantees. At the same time, existing foundations were considering
how to change some of their practices in order to better assist the social sector and how
to align their investments with their social mission. In the UK, considerable interest in
innovations in social investment, including high engagement models, began to develop
in 2001. While there were several historical examples of VP-like activity, it was not until
2002 that the UK’s first VPO, Impetus Trust, was launched. In continental Europe, there has
been a slow, but steady arousal of interest in social investment and high-engagement
models of philanthropy, but only in the last four or five years have new organisations or
models emerged. The EVPA, formed in 2004, is the primary vehicle for encouraging the
development of the VP model throughout Europe.

Role of EVPA in industry evolution
Established in 2004, EVPA is a unique network of venture philanthropy organisations and
others committed to promoting high-engagement grant making and social investment
in Europe. EVPA is a non-profit membership association made up of organisations
across Europe interested in or practicing venture philanthropy. EVPA is independent
from religious and political standpoints. EVPA’s diverse membership includes venture
philanthropy organisations, social investors, grant-making foundations, private equity and
professional service firms, banks, philanthropy advisors and business schools.
EVPA is characterised by this hybrid nature of its membership. It views venture philanthropy
as complementary to other forms of philanthropy and investment, filling a market gap.
However, beyond being a mere “tool”, venture philanthropy is emerging as a new industry,
with an entire support system around it, including advisory service firms and business
school with programmes specialised in venture philanthropy. As venture philanthropy
continues to grow, the industry-building role of the association becomes increasingly
important, thus also calling for the development of best practice and guidelines.
This is the Knowledge Centre’s first European VP industry report that provides concrete
data on the VP organisations in Europe. The survey that enabled EVPA’s Knowledge Centre
to collect the data presented will be repeated on an annual basis to provide independent
industry statistics on European Venture Philanthropy. EVPA acts as the main repository of
data on the VP industry in Europe.

4

John, R. (2006), “Venture Philanthropy:
the evolution of high engagement
philanthropy in Europe,” Skoll Centre for
Social Entrepreneurship, Said Business School,
University of Oxford.
5

Letts, C., Ryan, W. and Grossman, A. (1997)
“Virtuous Capital: What Foundations Can
Learn from Venture Capitalists”, Harvard
Business Review
6

Porter, M.E. and Kramer, M.R. (1999)
“Philanthropy’s New Agenda: Creating Value”,
Harvard Business Review
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part 1: IntroduCtIon
starting 2011, eVpa surveys its members on an annual basis
about their Vp operations in order to:
> generate industry statistics;
> publish industry report to disseminate the work of vp organisations;
> better target Evpa’s services to members’ needs.

reliable data on Vp industry useful for eVpa members to (...):
> generate industry statistics;
> publish industry report to disseminate the work of vp organisations;
> better target Evpa’s services to members’ needs.

survey scope and methodology
this survey was elaborated by Evpa’s Knowledge Centre. the questions aimed to gain
an overview of the demographics of the vp industry and cover the main practices of vp
organisations in order to gain insight into their daily activities. the questions cover the key
characteristics of vp as highlighted above. Some of the questions were developed from
scratch whereas others build on previous surveys (specified in the results section) that
have been conducted on vp or related topics.
We first pilot tested the questions with a smaller group of five vp organisations and
incorporated their feedback into the final version. the survey document (in Word Forms)
was subsequently emailed to the 65 selected vp organisations that were targeted for the
survey and the data collection took place from may until august 2011. the targets were
Evpa’s full members, organisations whose primary activity is venture philanthropy, and
Evpa’s associate members that are active in high engagement grant making and social
investment as part of their philanthropy or investment activity. However, the survey
questions were directed specifically to the vp part of those organisations’ overall activity.
For example, some foundations included in the survey have a separate vp or social
investment “fund”. In those cases, we asked the respondents to answer the questions only
in terms of that vp fund. the survey was also sent to vp organisations that we had been
in touch with either as previous Evpa members or otherwise. using snowball sampling,
we asked all respondents to provide examples of other vp organisations outside of
Evpa membership in order to capture as large a percentage as possible of the total vp
population in Europe. In total, 15 out of the 65 surveys sent targeted non-Evpa members.
We estimated that the survey would take around 1 hour for the respondents to complete,
although in reality, the time needed was sometimes longer. the survey included an
overview section with 20 questions, an Investment Criteria section with 14 questions,
an Investment process section with 35 questions, and a vp Industry reach section with 2
questions, adding up to a total of 71 questions.
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the survey was first sent in may 2011 and closed in the summer of 2011. Follow-up phone
calls and emails were conducted in order to reach the final response rate of 77%. In the
table below, the statistics of the survey are presented:
STATiSTiCS ON SurvEyS COllECTEd (2011)
Evpa members surveyed (full members and members with vp activity)

55

Evpa members completed surveys

46

Evpa member response rate

84%

total surveys sent (including Evpa non-members)

65

total completed surveys

50

total response rate

77%

the response rate was satisfactory for this type of study, although notably higher for Evpa
members than for non-members. very few new leads were provided through the snowball
sampling methodology, indicating that we were able to reach a large percentage of the vp
population through the survey. vp being a growing industry, we predict that the targeted
population for the survey should grow from year to year.
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PrESENTATiON OF
SurvEy rESulTS
1. dEmoGrapHICS oF vp orGanISatIonS In SurvEY

“the survey was completed
by 50 investors and grantmakers using the venture
philanthropy approach in
Europe. most of the financial
data provided was for the
fiscal year ending in 2010,
unless otherwise specified.“

Country of origin
most of the respondents were based in Western Europe, with a large
percentage (30%) from the united Kingdom, and only three respondents
from Eastern Europe. one of the respondents has its legal headquarters in the
united States, although operationally it counts as a European organisation.
the survey aimed to capture the activity of organisations based in Europe,
although their investment activity may take place in other continents. the
following graph shows the distribution by country of origin.

2

2008
2007

1

1

2

1
3

2
1

1

1
2

2

2002

1

2

3

2004

> 10 years old

1
1

2005

2001

1

2

2006

2003

1

1
1

1
2

2

UK/Ireland
Germany/Switzerland/Austria
Scandinavian
US

3

1

France/Italy/Sain
Benelux
Eastern Europe

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ESTONIA

DENMARK

BELGIUM

AUSTRIA

SWEDEN

SPAIN

OTHER

FRANCE

NORWAY

3 2 2 2 1
SWITZERLAND

1

3 3
NETHERLANDS

1

1

4
IRELAND

2

ITALY

1

2010
2009

UNITED KINGDOM

2011

GERMANY

15 6 4

year vP activity Founded
Number of Respondents l n = 50

HUNGARY

Country based in. .
Number of Respondents | n = 50

Year vp activity was initiated
the survey asked when the vp activity of each respondent was founded. this
question was in some cases difficult to answer considering the many ways
that an organisation can start engaging in vp, using just a few of the key
characteristics or applying the full model. the organisations that were set up
more than 10 years ago may be examples of grant-makers or social investors
that have gradually moved to a vp model, but probably were not aware of the
concept per se until the beginning of the movement in Europe, starting in the
2000’s. the average age of the vp activity is seven years. the graph on the left
gives evidence of a peak in new vp organisations being set up in 2005 and 2006,
with fewer new organisations in recent years, but this may also be a reflection
that the newer organisations are not yet known to Evpa. the graph shows that
Scandinavia has been a late mover in terms of vp activity, and that the uK and
the Germanic countries have founded a steady number of new vp organisations
throughout the time period.
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professional background
venture philanthropy in Europe has strong links to the private equity and venture capital
community6, both through the founders of Evpa and because many of the first vp
organisations were founded by professionals from that community. more recently, venture
philanthropy organisations have been founded by established grant making foundations,
financial institutions, and corporate foundations7. the survey investigated the professional
background of the founders of vp organisations and found that in many cases, the
founder comes from the private sector (18% of respondents), is a business entrepreneur
(17%) or comes from the private equity/venture capital (16%), or finance (12%) industry.
a lower percentage of founders comes from the non-profit sector (13%) and other forms
of philanthropy (9%).
Interestingly, the same question applied to the CEo or managers of vp tells a different
story. a non-profit background (23% of respondents) dominates over a private sector
background (22% of respondents), followed by other (11%), pE/vC (11%), and finance
(8%). a mix of social sector and private sector professional backgrounds is often found in
the management teams of vp organisations8.
Founder - professional background
n = 50
PRIVATE SECTOR

18%

ENTREPRENEUR

17%

PRIVATE EQUITY/VENTURE CAPITAL

16%

NON-PROFIT SECTOR

13%

FINANCE INDUSTRY

12%

OTHER PHILANTHROPY

9%

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR

7%

OTHER

7%

MULTILATERAL ORGANIZATION

2%

CEO - professional background
n = 49
NON-PROFIT SECTOR

23%

PRIVATE SECTOR

22%

OTHER

11%

PRIVATE EQUITY/VENTURE CAPITAL

11%

FINANCE INDUSTRY

8%

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR

7%

OTHER PHILANTHROPY

7%

ENTREPRENEUR

7%

MULTILATERAL ORGANIZATION

4%

6

John, r. (2006), “venture philanthropy:
the evolution of high engagement
philanthropy in Europe”, Skoll Centre for
Social Entrepreneurship, Said Business School,
university of oxford.
7

Balbo, L., Hehenberger, L., mortell, d., &
oostlander, p. (2010), “Establishing a venture
philanthropy organisation in Europe”, Evpa
Knowledge Centre research paper.
8

Ibid
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organisation structure
a majority (66%) of the European vp organisations are structured as foundations, trusts
or charities, although each country has its own terms and variations of this form. other
forms are companies, funds, or multiple structures. In many European countries the
legal structure could limit the financing instruments that may be used9. In some cases,
a charitable status may restrict a vp organisation from using financing tools other than
grants. organisations such as noaber Foundation and Bonventure have set up multiple
structures including both funds and foundations to be able to use the whole range of
financing instruments. out of the 50 respondents, 44% had endowments that allow
a fairly predictable funding budget from year to year. the rest are thus non-endowed
entities that need to engage in continuous fundraising.
Organisation Structure
n=50

Endowment Structure
n=50
FUND(S) 6%
SOCIAL ENTREPRISE 2%

OTHER 12%
COMPANY12%

MULTIPLE STRUCTURE 2%

endowed
22 respondents | 44%
non-endowed
28 respondents | 56%

REGISTERED CHARITY 28%

FOUNDATION OR TRUST 38%

European vp organisations tend to be stand-alone entities (78%) and follow an evergreen
structure (76%). only 12 organisations are limited in life or spending down, meaning that
their activities will cease after a certain number of years, the average being seven years.
Organisation Type
Number of Respondents | n = 50
PART OF A
LARGER ORG 16%

Fund Types
Number of Respondents | n = 50
OTHER 6%

limited in life / spending down
12 respondents | 24%
evergreen
38 respondents | 76%

A STAND-ALONE
ENTITY 78%
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2. vp poSItIonInG In InvEStmEnt LandSCapE
vp is one tool in the social investment and philanthropy toolkit. It has emerged in Europe
during the present decade as a high engagement approach to social investment and
grant making across a range of investee organisations with a societal purpose (Spos),
from charities and non-profit organisations through to socially driven businesses. social
investment refers to funding that may generate a financial return, but where the societal
impact comes first; so-called impact First strategies. Grant funding on the other hand is
the provision of non-repayable donations to the Spo supported; an Impact only strategy.
the following spectrum aims to clarify the differences and overlaps of this terminology.10
Primary driver is
to create
societal value

Primarydriver is
to create
financial value

'Blended' societal and financial value
SOCIAL PURPOSE ORGANISATIONS [SPO's]

Charities

Grants only;
no trading

Trading
revenue and
grants

Revebue Generating Social Enterprises
Potentially
sustainable
>75% trading
revenue

Breakeven all
income from
trading

Profitable
surplus
reinvested

Impact only

Impact First

Grant making

Social investment

Socially
Driven
Business
Profit
distributing
socially
driven

Traditional Business
Company
allocating
percentage
to charity

CSR
Company

Mainstream
Market Company

Finance First
"Impact" investment

Venture Philanthropy

Finance first strategies, where the financial return is maximised and the societal
impact is secondary, are not included in Evpa’s definition of venture philanthropy.
the relatively newer term “impact investment” includes both impact first and
finance first strategies. In what follows, we present data from the survey that
highlights the positioning of European vp organisations on the spectrum.
the survey confirmed that the vp organisations are largely positioned on the left
hand side of the spectrum, either expecting a societal return only (50%) or pursuing
a societal return as a primary objective above the pursuit of a financial return
(38%), an impact first strategy. only a smaller percentage (10%) places societal and
financial returns on equal footing, and one respondent (2%) places financial return
above societal impact. return expectations for the ones that require a financial
return are placed in the range of 1-25%.

Expected Type of returns
n=50
SOCIETAL =
FINANCIAL 10%

SOCIETAL >
FINANCIAL 38%

a majority (68%) of the vp organisations that do generate financial returns use those
returns to reinvest in social purpose organisations. a smaller percentage (32%) use
those returns to fund the core costs and management fees of the vp organisation
itself, or distribute the returns to investors. only a small percentage (12%) pay carried
interest. Considering that the majority of the vp organisations are non-endowed, it is
not surprising that many use returns to reinvest in Spos and in their own core costs, thus
lowering the burden on fundraising. In a way, vp organisations are thereby applying vp to
themselves, aiming to become less dependent on external funding sources.

FINANCIAL
> SOCIETAL 2%

SOCIETAL RETURN
ONLY 50%

9

Balbo, L., Hehenberger, L., mortell, d., &
oostlander, p. (2010), “Establishing a venture
philanthropy organisation in Europe”, Evpa
Knowledge Centre research paper
10

adapted from John Kingston, CaF
venturesome, by pieter oostlander, Shaerpa
and Evpa
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How do you use financial returns?
Percentages of respondents
n=25
REINVEST IN SPO’s

68%

FUND CORE COST/SERVE AS MGMT FEES

32%

DISTRIBUTED TO INVESTORS

32%

CHANNELLED TO OTHER PARTS OF VP ORG

20%
12%

USED TO PAY CARRIED INTEREST
OTHER FORMS OF PHILANTHROPY

8%

OTHER

8%

FOR PROFITS

4%

a majority (58%) of the vp organisations that participated in the survey did not charge a
management fee, and the 18 organisations that replied that they did charge management
fees used a wide range of percentage fees, as shown in the graph below. Based on anecdotal
evidence from interviews and workshops (please see box below) , we had expected the
management fees of vp to be higher than in venture capital, i.e. higher than 2-3%. In fact,
only 27% of respondents are charging more than 3% in management fees. a reason may be
that different vp organisations understand the term management fee differently, calling for a
clarification in next year’s survey.
“the fact is that you are working differently [in venture philanthropy rather than
vC]. Fees applied in vC funds cannot be applied in social investments. a typical
management fee is 2-3% for vC, which is not sufficient for vp. You have to invest a lot
of time and sometimes hire external experts even before you make the investment.
You have to put in much more effort for less money, and a lower capital contribution.”
Matthijs Blokhuis, Director, Noaber Foundation11

do you Charge management Fees?
n=50

management Fees
(among those that charge) n=18

SOME TIMES 6%

28%
<1%

NO 58%

11%
1.01%-2%

22%

6%

2.01%-3% 3.01%-4%

11%
4.01%-5%

YES 36%
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3. rESourCES oF EuropEan vEnturE pHILantHropY
Financial capital
the European venture philanthropy industry is still in its infancy, with many relatively
small organisations struggling for survival. Funding is committed either in foundations or
funds, and the average size of the funding is €82m. However, since only 17% of the vpos
are bigger than €100m, the median of €11m gives a better picture of the reality of most
vpos. Indeed, 47% of the vpos are smaller than €10m.
Number of vP orgs by size category
(total funding committed) n=50

23

“The European venture
philanthropy is still in its
infancy, with many relatively
small organisations struggling
for survival.”

median and Average Org Size :
Median size €11 m
Average size €82 m

> 100M 17%

11 - 100M 36%
< 10M 47%

the same data can be analysed according to organisational structure. the vpos in
the study are set up as endowed or non-endowed foundations or as funds (as well as
mixtures of foundations and funds). We find that the majority of the capital available in
European vp is managed by endowed foundations, with lower amounts in non-endowed
foundations and funds. the average endowment size of €189m is distorted by a few very
large foundations, and the median of €31m is more representative of the reality of most
vp-oriented endowed foundations. non-endowed foundations and funds have a similar
profile in terms of funding available, with an average size of €12m and a median of €9m.
the total funding available to invest using a vp approach is €3.86billion, adding up the
size of the endowments and funds of the respondents. the reality is that only a small
percentage (approx. 5%) of endowments tends to be spent every year, so that the actual
funding available is a much lower figure.
AMONG ENDOWED
FOUNDATIONS...
N=18

Q.1.11

AMONG THE 36% OF
RESPONDENTS WITH FUNDS...

AMONG NON-ENDOWED
FOUNDATIONS...
N=18

N=17

3.4B

AGGREGATE
ENDOWMENTS

217M

AGGREGATE
CAPITAL RAISED

238M

31M

MEDIAN
ENDOWMENTS

9M

MEDIAN
CAPITAL RAISED

9M

MEDIAN FUND
SIZE

189M

AVERAGE
ENDOWMENTS

12M

AVERAGE
CAPITAL RAISED

12M

AVERAGE FUND
SIZE

Q.1.12

Q.1.13

AGGREGATE
CAPITAL

11

Blokhuis, matthijs, Investment manager,
noaber ventures. (February 4, 2011), Evpa
Interview.
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Sources of Funding
n=44
FOUNDATIONS 4%
CORPORATIONS 14%

OTHER 2%
ENDOWMENT
INCOME40%

INDIVIDUALS 17%
PE/VC/HEDGE
FUNDS 23%

the main source of funding (40%12) of vp activities in money terms comes from
endowment income, meaning that established foundations with an endowment
finance their vp activities with the income from their own endowment. other
important funding sources include pE/vC/Hedge funds, individuals and
corporations as shown in the graph to the left.
When splitting the data into endowed versus non-endowed organisations,
we gain a better understanding of the sources of funding for non-endowed
organisations. the main source of funding for non-endowed organisations
comes from individuals (45%), including high net worth individuals, founders
and families and friends, followed by corporations (21%), other foundations
(19%) and other (11%), including institutional investors, governments and
earned income. the sources of funding of endowed organisations largely
reflect the overall sample, as a consequence of endowed organisations
representing a large portion of the total funding available.
Sources of Funding - Total, Endowed, Non-Endowed
n=47
14%
16%
23%

11%

OTHER

14%

19%

FOUNDATIONS

25%

21%

CORPORATIONS

13%

INDIVIDUALS
40%

44%

45%

PE/VC/HEDGE FUNDS
ENDOWMENT INCOME

TOTAL
n=47

ENDOWED
n=21

NON-ENDOWED
n=26

the survey respondents also provided information about the absolute numbers
of organisations and or individuals that provide their funding. We found that
461 individuals act as funders of European vpo’s, followed by 62 foundations
and 55 corporations. the following graph shows the split between endowed
and non-endowed vpos.
Aggregate Contributiors - individuals / Organizations Providing Sources of Funds
Number of respondents| n = 44
ENDOWED

INDIVIDUALS
FOUNDATIONS
CORPORATIONS
OTHER
PE/VC/HEDGE FUNDS
ENDOWMENT INCOME
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Human capital
venture philanthropy combines financing with non-financial support, implying that a key
resource is human capital, as shown in the following graph.
How many peolpe are working for the
vP organisation?
Aggregate across VP orgs n=48
437
STAFF
AVERAGE
MEDIAN

9
5

How many people are working for the
vP organisation?
Aggregate across VP orgs n46
n44

293
VOLUNTEERS
10
1

360

25

“Venture philanthropy combines
financing with non-financial
support, implying that a key
resource is human capital.”

1495

# ORGANISATIONS # INDIVIDUALS
AVERAGE
MEDIAN

8
3

34
10

the survey found that 437 people are employed by the 48 European vp organisations that
responded to this question, with an average staff size of 9 people. adding to this number
is a pool of 293 volunteers. venture philanthropy organisations hire consulting services
and pro-bono support from various types of organisations in their networks. In total, 1495
individuals from 360 external organisations contribute non-financially to the vp activities
of the respondents, representing an average of 34 individuals and 8 organisations per
vpo. Considering that these statistics may be partly distorted by a few outliers, the
median of 10 individuals and 3 organisations contributing non-financial support may
provide a more accurate description of the typical European vpo.

4. vEnturE pHILantHropY InvEStmEnt FoCuS
venture philanthropy can operate across
Percentage of respondents Supporting diﬀerent investees
a spectrum of organisational types, from
Number of total answering “yes” | n=44
charities and non-profit organisations
through to socially driven enterprises. the
NON-PROFIT, TRADING
86%
survey shows that a majority of European
68%
NON-PROFIT, NO TRADING
vpos invest in non-profit organisations,
either with some trading activity (86% of
66%
IMPACT FIRST SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
respondents) or without trading (68%).
this investment focus is followed closely
36%
FINANACE FIRST ENTERPRISE WITH SOCIAL IMPACT
by investments in social enterprises
23%
MICROFINANCE INSTITUTION
with an impact first profile (66% of
respondents), meaning that they have a
OTHER
14%
primary social mission, and any surplus
profits are reinvested. profit-maximising
enterprises with social impact and
microfinance institutions receive less vp investment, with 36% and 23% of respondents
respectively indicating that they support that type of organisation.
12

these figures are calculated by multiplying
the estimate % of total funding with the total
funding size as detailed above.
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When analysing the approximate percentage of current portfolio in
terms of total funding represented by this type of organisation, we
used the percentages given by the respondents and multiplied by
SOCIETAL AND
the financial support provided in the last available fiscal year, 2010 by
FINANCIAL IMPACT 13%
OTHER 5%
each vpo. the financial expenditure in the last year is a proxy for the
NGO,
IMPACT FIRST SOCIAL
funding provided to the current portfolio organisations of a vpo. as the
NO TRADING 25%
ENTERPRISES 25%
pie-chart on the left shows the vp spend in 2010 per type of investee,
indicating that non-profit organisations, with or without trading attract
a majority of the funding provided by vp organisations, representing
33% and 25% respectively of 2010 vp expenditure. Impact first social
enterprises attracted 25% of the funding, and enterprises that generate
NGO TRADING 33%
financial returns first, combined with a societal return, attracted 13%
of the funding. microfinance is included in other, which as a category
receives 5% of the funding. the reason why microfinance achieved
a higher percentage in the previous analysis was because the counts were non-exclusive,
meaning that microfinance could be structured as a for-profit, social enterprise or nonprofit, thus generating double-counting when asking respondents to check a box, but when
asked to estimate a percentage, the double-counting disappeared. also, it may be the case
that many vpos (13%) support microfinance institutions, but that the funding provided is
quite small.

vP Spend in 2010 (€) per type of investee
n=44

We find that organisations’ priorities of social vs. financial return are indicative of the types
of organisations supported, as evidenced by the shading in the following table. most vp
organisations that expect a social return only invest in non-profit organisations. the ones
that prioritise a societal return over a financial return invest in non-profit with trading
activities or in impact first social enterprises, and the organisations that put societal and
financial return on equal footing, tend to invest in finance first enterprises with social impact
more than in nonprofits and social enterprises. It is also interesting to note the correlation
between a focus on financial return and investment in microfinance. a recent report by Jp
morgan and GIIn on impact investing13, shows that microfinance is the key target sector
for impact investors, capturing 37% of the funding. European vpos have a societal impact
first return approach in contrast with impact investors that work with either impact first or
finance first strategies.
Priority of Social vs. Financial return (Q2.1)
Pct of Orgs

Types of Organisations Supported

social return
only

societal return
> Financial
return

societal return =
financial return

nGo, no trading

72%

47%

60%

nGo, trading

84%

74%

60%

Impact first social
enterprise

48%

68%

60%

Social and financial
impact

20%

32%

80%

microfinance

12%

26%

40%

other

4%

16%

20%
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another way of presenting the data is to count the total replies by the 44 respondents and
calculate the percentages of counts per total counts. For the total sample, it shows that
non-profits without and with trading account for 23% and 29% of total responses, and that
social impact first enterprises and profit-maximising enterprises with social impact account
for 22% and 12% respectively of total counts. to check for regional differences, we divided
our sample into main regions, although in some cases this was difficult due to small sample
size. the uK and Ireland focus on non-profits with trading revenues to a larger extent than
the overall sample, and less on microfinance. Eastern Europe and Benelux have an above
average focus on for-profit enterprises whereas the Germany/austria/Switzerland cluster
shows an opposite pattern with a strong focus on non-profit organisations. France, Italy and
Spain focus more on microfinance than the average for the entire sample. these regional
statistics will be more robust as the sample size increases over the years.
Number of respondents Supporting diﬀerent investees out of total Count
Percent of total answering “yes” | n = 44, counts= 129
TOTAL

23%

29%

22%

EASTERN EUROPE

25%

25%

SCANDINAVIAN

23%

31%

BENELUX

25%

25%

GERMANY / SWITZERLAND / AUSTRIA

33%

FRANCE / ITALY / SPAIN

17%

UK / IRELAND

22%

12%

25%

17%

15%
17%

33%
17%

25%

31%
17%

8%

24%
13%

34%

26%
22%

Non-profit No Revs
For-profit with social mission
Microfinance

8% 5%

8%
5% 5%
9%

12% 4% 6%

Non-profit Some Revs
Profit Max with Social Impact
Other

most vp activity focuses on organisations in the small to medium category. the survey
confirms that the greatest percentage of respondents target the size categories of
€250,000-1m (69% of respondents), and €1m-5m (67%). the distribution is shown in the
chart below.
Size of SPOs
Percentage of respondents supporting each size | n = 49

37%
<10k

37%
11-50k

45%
51-100k

47%
101-250k

69%
251k-1m

ANNUAL TURNOVER IN EUROS

67%
1m-5m

43%
>5m

13

Saltuk, Y., Bouri, a., & Leung, G. (2011),
“Insight into the Impact Investment market,
an in-depth analysis of investors perspectives
and over 2,200 transactions”, J.p. morgan, GIIn.
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venture philanthropy generally targets organisations that are young; 2-5 years being the most
common age of investee organisations (78% of respondents). Some vpos target early-stage
organisations with an age of 0-2 years (63%), and others take the risk of incubating start-ups
(39% of respondents). a fairly large (69%) percentage of respondents invest in more mature
organisations that are more than 5 years old, indicating that many vpos require some track
record before they are convinced that the business model of the social purpose organisations
can be scaled up to achieve greater impact. venture philanthropists often want to direct their
resources to organisations with growth potential or that are at an inflection point such as scale
up, merger or turnaround, where an influx of funding and the added value of the non-financial
support are essential.
Age of investee Organisations
Percent of VPOs supporting age category | n = 49

39%
0 years

63%
<2 years

78%
2-5 years

69%
5 years+

4%
OTHER

ORGANISATIONAL AGE

Social sector focus
the social sector classification used follows the International Classification of nonprofit
organizations (ICno)14, first introduced by Salomon and anheier in 1992, which has since
become a standard in research on the non-profit sector. the classification system is as
follows:
THE iNTErNATiONAl ClASSiFiCATiON OF NONPrOFiT OrGANiZATiONS
1. Culture and recreation (Culture, arts, Sports, other recreation and Social Clubs)
2. Education (primary, Secondary, Higher, other)
3. research
4. Health (Hospitals, rehabilitation, nursing Homes, mental Health/Crisis Intervention)
5. Social services (Emergency, relief, Income Support/maintenance)
6. Environment (organic, cleantech, animal protection)
7. development and Housing (Economic, social, community development, fair trade,
ethical clothing, employment and training)
8. Law, advocacy and politics (Civic/advocacy organization, law/legal services, political orgs)
9. philanthropic intermediaries and voluntarism promotion
10. International (intercultural understanding/development and welfare abroad/providing
relief during emergencies)
11. religion
12. Business and professional associations, unions
13. other
14. no focus
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respondents were asked to check a box whether they focused on one or more out of 12
social sectors, or to specify other if not included in the listing, or check that they had no
focus. the following chart provides the counts of how many respondents invest in the
listed social sectors. Education was the number one sector in terms of counts, followed by
development/housing and health and environment. very few (3 respondents) had no social
sector focus. Indeed, other studies15 have commented on the increased sector focus of
European vpos, indicating that it is helpful to focus on specific sector to better leverage the
vpo’s resources, bring more added value to the investees and better measure the impact of
the investments.
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“Education was the number
one sector in terms of counts,
followed by development/
housing and health and
environment.”

investment Sectors
Number of respondents| n = 41
EDUCATION

29

DEVELOPMENT / HOUSING

23

HEALTH

20

ENVIRONMENT

20

SOCIAL SERVICES

17

CULTURE / ARTS

14

OTHER

9

INTERNATIONAL

9

RESEARCH

7

LAW / ADVOCACY

6

PHILANTHROPIC ORGS

5

NO FOCUS

3

BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS

2

RELIGION

1

We also asked respondents to indicate the percentage of their current portfolio
dedicated to each social sector, in terms of total funding. the following chart takes those
percentages and multiplies them with total funding provided to investees using a vp
approach by each organisation in 2010. In terms of funding, health is the number one
sector, receiving 27% of total funding, followed by education, with 21% of total funding.
the three organisations that had no sector focus invested 10% of the total funding in vp,
and actually focused on social entrepreneurship in general, regardless of social sector.
Environment (9%) and development/Housing (7%) were also important sectors in terms
of funding received.

14

Salamon, L. m., and anheier, H. K. (1992). In
search of the nonprofit sector. II: the problem
of classification. voluntas, 3(3), 267-309.
15

Balbo, L., Hehenberger, L., mortell, d., &
oostlander, p. (2010), “Establishing a venture
philanthropy organisation in Europe”, Evpa
Knowledge Centre research paper.
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“60% of European VPOs target
children and youth as the
ultimate beneficiaries of their
investees’ activity, followed
by people suffering from
poverty (58%), disabled (46%),
immigrants (42%) and people
suffering from disease (42%).”

vP Spend in 2010 (€) by target sector
n = 35
CULTURE/ARTS 3%

LAW/ADVOCACY 2%
RESEARCH 2%

DEVELOPMENT/HOUSING 7%

SOCIAL SERVICES 2%

ENVIRONMENT 9%

SOCIAL ENTREPENEURS
(GENERAL) 10%
OTHER 16%

HEALTH 27%
EDUCATION 21%

Final beneficiaries - target groups
venture philanthropy aims to achieve societal impact with its activities. Beyond the social
sectors targeted, the survey asked about the final beneficiaries of the investee Spos. these
categories are non-exclusive, meaning that the same Spo may be targeting Immigrant
Women, or disabled Youth. therefore, the survey question allowed respondents to
provide multiple answers. the survey found that 60% of European vpos target children
and youth as the ultimate beneficiaries of their investees’ activity, followed by people
suffering from poverty (58%), disabled people (46%), minority ethnic communities (42%)
and people suffering from disease (42%).
the chart below provides the entire data set.

ultimate target Groups (Final Beneficiaries)
of investee SPOs
Number of respondents | n = 50
CHILDREN / YOUTH

60%

PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM POVERTY

58%

DISABLED PEOPLE

46%

MINORITY ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

42%

PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM DISEASE

42%

WOMEN

36%

ENVIRONMENT

36%

ELDERLY PEOPLE

30%

RE-OFFENDERS

28%

OTHER

20%
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the data on beneficiaries can be divided into vpos that focus on developed or developing
countries, which for European vpos implies Europe or africa/asia/Latin america. the
chart below shows that all target groups are present in Europe, but that for developing
countries there is a relatively strong focus on people Suffering from poverty and disease.
Target Groups (Final Beneficiaries) of investees by Target region-developed or
developing Countries
Number of respondents| n = 47
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
n=34

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
n=8
25

CHILDREN / YOUTH
PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM POVERTY

BOTH
n=5

15
17

MINORITY ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

16
12

WOMEN

10

5
1

3
3

4

3

1

4

ENVIRONMENT

12

ELDERLY PEOPLE

11

2

RE-OFFENDERS

10

3

OTHER

7

“VPOs tend to focus their
activities either on their own
domestic market (30% of
funding) or on a particular
region within their domestic
market (31%).”

5

7

DISABLED PEOPLE

PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM DISEASE

3

31

2

3

1

1

Geographies targeted
European vpos tend to focus their activities either on their own domestic market (30%
of funding) or on a particular region within their domestic market (31%), and otherwise
on developing countries, with africa (18%) and asia (10%) being the main target regions.
Latin america attracts about 2% of the funding, and European-wide funding only
accounts for 4% of total funding.
Geographic Portfolio
Percent of 2010 VP Spend (€) |n=42
OTHER 8%
ASIA 10%

DOMESTIC MARKET 30%

AFRICA 18%

EUROPEAN- WIDE 4%
LOCAL REGION 31%
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“Finding the right investee SPOs
is a fundamental part of a VPO’s
activity. In our sample, 90%
of VPOs directly identify and
approach the SPOs to invest in.”

the hands-on approach of venture philanthropy may explain the dominance of local
funding strategies, implying that in order to provide the non-financial support, it is
certainly more convenient to have the investees close by. European vpos investing in
developing countries have to establish a local presence either by opening offices abroad
or by creating extensive networks in the target countries. For example, dob Foundation
does not have an office in africa, where they invest, but partner with investor groups
that have a presence on the ground16. LGt vp on the other hand has a team of 15 local
investment managers and philanthropy advisors in Latin america, africa, Europe, India,
Southeast asia and China17. Within africa, the most commonly mentioned countries are
uganda, Kenya, Senegal, Cameroon, tanzania, South africa, mozambique and rwanda. In
asia, the number one country is India, and other countries include the philippines, China,
vietnam and pakistan. In Latin america, there are most vpos present in Colombia, peru,
Brazil, Chile, argentina, Ecuador and nicaragua.

5. vp InvEStmEnt proCESS
a. dEaL FLoW and InvEStmEnt appraISaL
Finding the right investee Spos is a fundamental part of a vpo’s activity. In our sample,
90% of vpos directly identify and approach the Spos to invest in. most of these contacts
are made through networking and intermediaries (82%), followed by desk research (54%),
existing investee organisations (52%) and competitions (36%).
on the other hand, 54% of the European vpos that participated in the study accept
open applications, either all year (42% of total respondents) or at specific dates (18%), a
so-called “gated” process. accepting applications may impose administrative burdens,
but may be a good option when the vpo does not yet have a well-developed network
in the sector. a gated process can be cost effective but requires a well-established
communication strategy and marketing channels, a well-known brand name, and a fairly
mature Spo market.18
investee identification Activities
Percent of total answering “yes” I n=50
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18%

2%
OTHER

42%

APPLICATIONS AT
SPECIFIC DATES

6%
OTHER

36%
COMPETITIONS

52%
EXISTING
PORTFOLIO ORGS

54%
DESK RESEARCH

NETWORKING /
INTERMEDIARIES

82%

54% of respondents identify SPO’s
through applications...

APPLICATIONS
ALL YEAR

90% of respondents identify and approach
target SPO’s proactively, specifically through...
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the survey further inquired about the number of applications received and screened
by the vp respondents. the results (shown in the table below) demonstrate that
European vp organisations on average have received 352 applications for funding,
accounting for a total of over 14000 applications.
average per Vpo
respondent

Median for Vpo
respondents

applications received

352

100

organisations screened

293

51

33

“VP organisations have invested
over €1 billion in financial and
non-financial support since
they began their operations - a
figure that must be considered
a milestone in the development
of a young industry.”

out of the 352 applications received, 293 are chosen for an initial screening, and 38% of
the screened organisations are chosen for a more in-depth screening, or due diligence.
the following pie-chart shows how many days European vp organisations spend on
due diligence for an average investment.
days Spent in due diligence
n = 50
10%

26%
0-5

12%

5.1-10
10.1-15
15.1-20

16%

36%

20+

the chart shows that although many (36%) vpos spend less than five days on due
diligence, a large percentage (26%) also spends more than 20 days. the explanation
may be due to differences in practice, but also because of different interpretations of
the meaning of due diligence. the fairly large percentage of screened organisations
that were chosen for due diligence indicates that some vpos probably interpret the
term due diligence as a light rather than detailed screening process.

B. InvEStmEnt
total investment made in vp
vp organisations have invested over €1 billion in financial and non-financial support
since they began their operations - a figure that must be considered a milestone in
the development of a young industry. the average age for the respondents vp activity
is seven years, so the total investment must be divided across that time period. the
average investment is €23million and the median is €7m, reflecting the fact that many
small vpos make up the vp industry and differ vastly in terms of funding capacity from
some of the foundations with large endowments. the eight organisations with funding
committed of more than €100m contribute 64% of the total vp investment.

16

metz Cummings, a. and Hehenberger, L.
(2010) “Strategies for Foundations: When, why
and how to use venture philanthropy”, Evpa
Knowledge Centre research paper.
17

http://www.lgtvp.com/lgt/files/4c/4ce20f4f9e1c-464f-82de-8cfd7814f4e9.pdf

18

Balbo, L., Hehenberger, L., mortell, d., &
oostlander, p. (2010), “Establishing a venture
philanthropy organisation in Europe”, Evpa
Knowledge Centre research paper.
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“The portfolios of European
venture philanthropy
organisations currently hold
929 investees, of which 217
were added in 2010. The
median number of investees in
the portfolio of a VPO is 10 and
the average is 20.”

How much have you invested in vP in total (financial & non-financial) since the beginnings of
your operations (€m)?19
n=45
Total

Average Total investment
€ 23M
20%
median Total investment € 7M

1044M

>100M n=8

670M

6%

11M-100M n=17

266M

17%

<10M n=20

29%

96M

the yearly financial spend of European vp organisations, using a vp approach according to
Evpa’s definition, with investments ranging from grants to equity was €189 million in 2010
for the aggregate 45 respondents who answered this question, as compared to a five-year
average annual spend of €190 million from 2006-2010 for 37 respondents. these figures
indicate the vp organisations spent less on financially supporting Spos in 2010 than on
average in the past five years. the non-financial spend displays an opposite trend with
€39 million spent in 2010 by 31 respondents as compared to €25 million on average over
the past five years. the proportion of financial spend of the total spend has decreased in
2010 as compared to the 5-year average both at aggregate and individual level, as seen in
the table below. the relatively low percentage of non-financial spend as a proportion of
total spend, 23% in 2010 for the average vpo, may reflect that the non-financial support is
more difficult to quantify, considering the presence of pro-bono experts and volunteers,
and sometimes staff days are not counted as expenditure.
Aggregate (all respondents) Annual Spend
on vP - last Fiscal year and 5 year Average

189M

39M

Financial
Spend

Non-Financial
Spend

2010

n=45

190M
Financial
Spend

25M
Non-Financial
Spend

Aggregate (per VPO) Annual Spend on
vP - last Fiscal year and 5 year Average

4,2M
Last Fiscal YearFinancial Spend

2006-2010 AVERAGE
ANNUAL SPEND

n=31

n=37

n=26

1,3M

2010

n=45

aggregate for all Vpos
2010

Last Fiscal YearNon-Financial
Spend

5,1M
Last Fiscal YearFinancial Spend

1,0M
Last Fiscal YearNon-Financial
Spend

2006-2010 AVERAGE
ANNUAL SPEND

n=31

n=37

n=26

average per Vpo

average
2006-2010

2010

average
2006-2010

2010 Financial
spend/ total spend

83%

88%

77%

84%

2010 non-financial
spend/ total spend

17%

12%

23%

16%
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no. of investees
the portfolios of European venture philanthropy organisations currently hold 929 investees,
of which 217 were added in 2010. the median number of investees in the portfolio of a vpo
is 10 and the average is 20. the high engagement approach of venture philanthropy is only
possible with portfolios containing a relatively small number of investees.
How many investees Have you
duration of investment
Supported with a vP Approach?
another of the vp principles is multi-year
support, claiming that the Spos need to receive
funding and management support for several
years in order for a step change to happen. We
found that vp organisations follow a multi-year
investment approach, with a majority of the
217
929
funders investing from 2-3 years (26%) or 4-5
years (28%). Some refer to long term investment
New Investees
Total current
in 2010
investees
as “patient capital” and indeed we see that some
n=45
n=46
vp organisations stay with their investees for
as long as 6-7 years (20%) and even 8-10 years
(10%). a small percentage (12%) is still investing from year to year.

When asked whether the
duration of the investment
had changed since they
started their vp operations,
the respondents either
replied that it had remained
constant (60%) or that it had
increased (38%), indicating
that there is a trend towards
more patient capital.

median investees per vPO

3

10

New Investees
in 2010

n=46

Total current
investees

n=46

13
Investees
supported since
creation

n=44

investment duration
n = 50
8/10 YEARS 10%
6/7 YEARS 20%

4/5 YEARS 28%

OTHER 4%
1 YEAR 12%

2/3 YEARS 26%

respondents’ “Portfolio” of allocation of Funds
Funding capacity-building
n = 43
one of the issues that the vp
OTHER 11%
INCREASE 38%
OVERHEADapproach attempts to solve is the
UNRESTRICTED 13%
lack of financing dedicated to
RESTRICTED 11%
the core costs of Spo’s. nonprofit
managers are more often able to
raise money for specific projects
than for the strategic development
DECREASE 2%
of the organization itself. Since
CONSTANT 60%
PROJECT COSTS 35%
vp aims to build stronger Spos,
OVERHEADMILESTONES 31%
it is also logical that much of the
funding goes to support core costs.
the survey tested the extent to which this is happening by asking respondents how
they allocate their funds. although a large percentage (44%) of the funds is directed to
overhead costs, a surprisingly large percentage (35%) still funds project costs. Further
19
total includes respondents that did not
research is needed to unveil the reasons behind this surprising result.
Changes to investment duration
n = 50

specify their fund size.
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Financing tools used
another characteristic of vp is tailored financing; adapting the funding to the needs of the
investee organisation. vp organisations use a range of financing instruments, from grants
to equity investments. Grants are the primary financing instrument used by European
vpo’s, representing 72% of the total funding distributed to investees. these are cash
allocations that do not produce any repayment and no financial return. this category also
includes stipends, a form of funding often used to finance individual social entrepreneurs.
Equity and quasi-equity represent 11% of the total funding, equity involving becoming
a shareholder of the investee organisations, and quasi-equity or mezzanine finance; a
provision of a high-risk loan, repayment of which depends on the financial success of
the investee. debt instruments account for 9% of the total funding, and include Loans,
Senior Loans, Subordinated Loans, and Convertible Loans. Hybrid grants (1%) include
Convertible Grants, recoverable Grants, and Grants with Surplus Sharing.
When analysing the funding instruments used by organizational size, it is interesting to
note that the largest orgs primarily use grants, whereas organisations that are smaller
than €10 million use equity and debt instruments to a greater extent.

Financial instrument Portfolio
Percent of 2010 VP Spend (€)
n=42
OTHER 5%
DEBT 9%

Financial instruments Portfolio By Org Size
n=42
GUARANTEE 2%
HYBRID GRANTS 1%

9%
11%

8%
21%

OTHER

12%

GUARANTEE

14%
23%

DEBT
86%

EQUITY AND
QUASI-EQUITY 11%

72%
52%

GRANTS 72%

63%

EQUITY / QUASI-EQUITY
HYBRID GRANTS
GRANTS

TOTAL

<10 M

n=42

n=16
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11M -100M

n=16

>100 M

n=7
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Co-investment is a key component of European vpos’ investment strategy; 82% of
respondents claim that they co-invest. the most common co-investment partners are
foundations (30% of respondents reported that they co-invest with foundations), followed
by other vpos (25%), and vC/pE firms (13%).
if you co-invest, with which types of orgs do you co-invest?
Number of respondents | n=41

28
FOUNDATIONS
% OF
CO-INVESTORS

30%

23
VENTURE
PILANTHROPY
ORG
25%

12

11

11
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“Three quarters of respondents
meet with their investees at
least once a quarter, in some
cases even weekly (10%) or
monthly (36%).”

4

VENTURE MAINSTREAM OTHER MICROFINANCE
CAPITAL /
BANKS
PRIVATE
EQUITY
13%
12%
12%
4%

C. HIGH-EnGaGEmEnt and non-FInanCIaL SErvICES
the hands-on relationships between the vpo and the management team of the investee
Spo is evident in various statistics from the survey. the relatively low number of investees
enables a high-touch approach. three quarters of respondents meet with their investees
at least once a quarter, in some cases even weekly (10%) or monthly (36%). Similar to
the approach in venture capital, venture philanthropists often take board seats in their
investees; 44% in a majority of cases and 28% in a minority of cases.
Frequency of Face-to-Face meetings with
investees management Teams
Percentage of Respondents | n = 50
YEARLY 6%
HALF-YEARLY 18%

in which percent of your investees
do you take a board seat?
Percentage of Respondents | n = 50
NEVER 28%

WEEKLY 10%

QUARTERLY 30%

MAJORITY OF CASES 44%
MINORITY OF CASES 28%

MONTHLY 36%

the vpo provides its investees with a range of tailored non-financial services. the survey
asked European vpos to indicate the types of non-financial services provided, from a
list based on the research by rob John on the value add of venture philanthropists20.
the services provided by most vpos include strategy consulting (98%), coaching (80%),
access to networks (80%) and fundraising (66%). the chart on the following page lists all
non-financial services provided and the number and percentages of vpos surveyed that
provide those services. the above-mentioned research by rob John provides us with the

20

John, r. (2007), “Beyond the Cheque: how
venture philanthropists add value,”, Skoll
Centre for Social Entrepreneurship, Said
Business School, university of oxford,. (n =
34; European vpos surveyed = 32; american
= 1; australian = 1)
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means of comparison between 2007 and 2010. In 2007, the most popular non-financial
services provided were strategy consulting, governance, financial management and
fundraising, with access to networks as number five. Indeed, the same types of services
remain important today, with slight variations, and a notable increase of importance of
coaching and access to networks.

Number of Respondents | n=50

Type of Non-Financial Support
Percentage of Respondents | n=50

STRATEGY CONSULTING

46

98%

COACHING

40

80%

NETWORKS

35

70%

FUNDRAISING

33

66%

GOVERNANCE

30

60%

FINANCIAL MANAGEMNET

28

56%

MARKETING / COMMS

27

54%

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

24

48%

LEGAL

21

42%

HR

19

38%

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

18

36%

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

14

28%

IT

11

22%

OTHER

5

10%%

ESTATE MANAGEMENT

4

8%

Some of the non-financial services are more important depending on the maturity
of the investee Spo. We analysed whether vpos that focus on investees at particular
development stages tended to provide different services. We found that access
to networks, governance, financial and operations management were particularly
important for start-ups and young organisations. Fundraising and change management
on the other hand, were more common services to provide to more mature investee
organisations.
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Percent of vPOs Providing Service

Type of Non-Financial Support by SPO Age
GOVERNANCE

FUNDRAISING

CHANGE MGMT

FIN MGMT

OPS MGMT

NETWORKS
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

<1 YEAR

0-2 YEARS

2-5 YEARS

>5 YEARS

n=19
n=31
n=38
n=34
Age of investee Org at Time of investment

the non-financial services are usually provided by the vpo’s own staff (88%) and in some
cases by the donors (18%) and trustees (22%). many vpos also count on pro-bono experts
(64%) or pro-bono corporate partners (52%). When paid experts are used, the vpos often
hire them at a reduced fee (38%), and in some cases at market fees (24%).
Providers of Non-Fin Support
Percent of respondents | n=50

88%
STAFF

18%

22%

64%

DONORS TRUSTEES

52%

PRO-BONO PRO-BONO
EXPERTS CORP
PARTNERS

STAFF

PRO-BONO

38%

24%

6%

PAID
PAID
OTHER
EXPERTS EXPERTS
(REDUCED (MARKET
FEES)
FEES)

PAID

In terms of how many days of non-financial services are provided to each investee, the
following table provides the average and median days per investee per year. It shows that
internal staff within the vpo spend an average of 25 days a year per investee, and that the
total days of non-financial services per investee is 59.
number of days non-fin services provided
average

Median

Internal staff
volunteers

25
10

24
6

pro-bono experts
paid consultants

15
9

8
5

Total

59

43
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investees’ Perception of non-financial
support vs. funding21
Percentage of Respondents | n=26
LESS IMPORTANT%
MORE IMPORTANT 58%

AS IMPORTANT 27%

In this survey, we did not have direct access to the investee organisations, but
we asked the vpos whether they asked their investees about the perceived
value of their non-financial services. out of the survey respondents, 52%
reported that they ask their investees about the value of the non-financial
services, and those vpos reported that 58% of their investees perceive the
non-financial services to be more valuable than financial support. more
research is needed to further assess the value of the non-financial services,
notably by directly surveying the investee organisations, but these preliminary
results are encouraging.

d. pErFormanCE mEaSurEmEnt
an integral part of the vp approach is the measurement of performance;
placing emphasis on good business planning, measurable outcomes,
achievement of milestones and financial accountability and transparency.
most vpos surveyed measure both the financial and the social performance
of their investees. a majority (92%) of European vpos measure the social
performance of their investments. the social performance emerges as even
more important than the financial performance.

do you Evaluate the Financial
Performance of investees?
n=50
ALMOST NEVER 14%

SOMETIMES 6%

ALMOST ALWAYS 80%

do you Evaluate the Social
Performance of investees?
n=50
ALMOST NEVER 8%
ALMOST ALWAYS 86%

SOMETIMES 6%

Social impact measurement broadly consists of three main components:
process, metrics and reporting standards. Process is the “how to” of impact
measurement and is often what is most needed by social investors to get
started22. the process includes the steps of the impact measurement system
including how to set objectives, who are the stakeholders, which indicators to
use to measure the impact, how value is generated to stakeholders and how
to monitor and report. different tools and methodologies may be suitable for
different parts of the process, depending on the requirements and resources
of the individual vpo. Metrics refer to the impact indicators that can be
standardised across social sectors and on broad levels, leaving room for some
local adaptation at project-level. Several databases (e.g. IrIS) exist that have
collected key performance indicators commonly used. Reporting standards
are already being developed by social investors in cooperation with investees
in many parts of Europe (e.g. Social reporting Standard in Germany). the
remaining survey questions on performance measurement focused on the
social impact measurement activity of the European vpos.

process.
the objectives of the impact measurement system lean towards simple
output measures such as “number of people reached” whereas few attempt to
measure social value or impact, which requires a measurement of the change
in outcome, and assessing attribution. Each respondent measured three
different degrees of social impact, on average.
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“A majority (72%) of European
VPOs require their investees to
report social performance at
least every six months.”

annual budget spend on impact measurement

Number of respondents

Objectives of social impact
measurement system
n=48

40

40

OUTPUT

OUTCOME

Number of
people reached,
items sold, etc

Effects on
target
population

30

16

CHANGES IN VALUES
OUTCOMES ASSIGNED
TO
INDICATORS
Change in
effects over
time

Financial
value to
the indicator

41

15

17

2

SOCIAL
VALUE

FIN. VALUE
VS. SOCIAL
VALUE
CREATED

Investee’s
contribution
to Social value

Monetising
social value
vs. financial
investment

OTHER

Few respondents were able to specify the annual budget destined to impact
measurement, with an average of approximately €18,000 and 62 days.

Budget (€)
Budget (days)

average

Median

Count

18,119

10,000

14

62

24

25

a majority of vpos (57%) indicated that they were not using a standardized tool to
measure social impact, and among those that did use such a tool, the most frequently
mentioned were SroI and the Social Balanced Scorecard. the lack of standardised tools
is an indication of the high degree of fragmentation in the use of impact measurement
systems in the industry today, with many vpos having developed their own tailor-made
system. the answers to the question of which tool they use include a mix of tools and
methodologies (e.g. SroI, Balanced Scorecard), types of indicators (IrIS, KpIs, etc.) and
reporting standards, further indicating the need for clarity and guidance.
one difficulty with social impact measurement is how to aggregate impact on portfolio
level. It is already difficult to track social impact of individual investees, but to add up
different impacts from various social sectors is a real challenge. only 27% of the vpos
surveyed are currently aggregating social performance on portfolio level.
aggregate social performance on portfolio level

Count

pct

Yes

13

27%

no

35

73%

Total

48

reporting.
a majority (72%) of European vpos require their investees to report social performance
at least every six months. the German respondents in the social entrepreneurship field all
mentioned that they are using the Social reporting Standard which has been developed
in collaboration between social investors and their investees. other similar standards are
being developed across Europe.

according to investor respondents
Evpa has launched its impact
measurement initiative to better define
the process of impact measurement.
21
22
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Frequency of social performance reporting

Count

pct

monthly to bi-monthly

15

30%

Quarterly to six-monthly

21

42%

Six-monthly to annually

12

24%

only once investment period is completed

0

0%

other

2

4%

ToTal

50

does social performance condition the
unlocking of new funds?
Percentage of Respondents | n=50
ALMOST NEVER 18%
ALMOST ALWAYS 48%

SOMETIMES 34%

Consequences.
on the consequences of the impact measurement system, the survey
found that the social performance of the investee almost always conditions
the unlocking of new funds for 48% of the vpos, but 52% never or only
sometimes take the social performance into account before releasing new
funds.
So far, compensation structures are not including the social performance
aspect to a great degree. only 13% of the vpos include social performance in
the compensation schemes for their own staff.

Vp staﬀ compensation:

NOT AT ALL 6%

tied to financial performance of investment

0

0%

0

0%

unrelated to any type of performance

20

42%

tied to combination of fin. and social performance

6

13%

other

22

46%

ToTal

48

MOSTLY NOT 4%
NEITHER/NOR 18%

ABSOLUTELY 38%

pct

tied to social performance of investment

do you have a planned exit strategy for your investmenst?
n=50

Count

SOMETIMES 34%

E. ExItS
In vp, exit refers to the end of the relationship between the venture
philanthropy investor and the investee organisation. In the case of
a grant-funded investment, the exit is a discontinuation of a grant,
whereas for social investment the exit may involve repayment of a loan,
or divestment of an equity stake. In any case, an exit requires careful
planning and support, notably by building both the organizational and
financial resilience/sustainability of the investee organisation. other KC
publications23 include greater detail on how to conduct exits in vp and
social investment.
most vpos plan their exit strategies, either in all cases (38%) or
sometimes (34%). a majority of respondents (62%) already start
planning the exit before the investment is made, and some (26%) plan
the exit depending on the progress of the organisation.
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When is the exit strategy planned?

Count

pct

Before the investment is made

31

62%

at a determined moment during investment period

1

2%

depends on the progress of the organisation

13

26%

We do not plan exits

2

4%

other

3

6%

ToTal

50

43

the types of exits will depend on the financing instrument used, but in general, the most
common exit is through achieving financial and organizational resilience, followed by
finding follow-on funding from other social investor or passing the investment on to a
public institution. no Initial public offerings (Ipos) are reported by European vpos.
Exits occur either after a predefined time (35% of vpos), when the vpo can no longer
add value (27%), or when the investment objective has been achieved in different ways.

4

SALE TO FOR-PROFIT

ENDOWMENT OF CREATION

NO EXITS SO FAR

OTHERS

35%

27% 25% 23% 23%

6%
OTHER

21

SOCIAL CHANGE CANNOT BE ACHIEVED

2

STEP CHANGE

3

SPO SELF-FUNDING

5

VPO CANNOT ADD MORE VALUE

2

PREDEFINED TIME

3

STRATEGIC SALE / MERGER

PASSED TO
PUBLIC INSTITUTION

12

SALE OF STAKE
TO STAKEHOLDERS

ORGANIZATIONAL RESILIENCE

4

BUY-BACK

9

FOLLOW-ON FUNDING FROM
OTHER SOCIAL INVESTORS

18

Exit depends on
Number of Respondents | n = 48

SALE OF STAKE TO VPO/
SOCIAL INVASTOR

17
FINANCIAL RESILIENCE

Types of exits
Number of Respondents | n = 50

INCREASED COMMERCIAL EXITS
23
Balbo, L., Hehenberger, L., mortell, d., &
oostlander, p. (2010), “Establishing a venture
philanthropy organisation in Europe”, Evpa
Knowledge Centre research paper.
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This survey has attempted to highlight the key components of the venture philanthropy
approach in terms of general demographics, positioning and investment process. The
findings of the survey highlight that the industry involves a variety of different types of
organisations, professionals and funders. Foundations have become major players, both
in terms of VPOs and in terms of funders of VP. The positioning of VP in the investment
space is clearly focused on generating societal impact, above financial return, but VPOs
organisations generate such a societal impact through multiple paths. Many VPOs
still focus on providing grants, albeit in a high-engagement manner. While some large
foundations drive the industry through funding available and resources invested, some of
the smaller funds are showing high degrees of innovation through the range of financing
instruments used.
The typical organisation supported by VP is an NGO with trading activities, with an annual
turnover between €250,000-1 million, and that is between 2-5 years old. However, the
survey shows great variation around this prototypical organisation. The most popular
social sectors are health and education, and the top beneficiaries are children/youth,
people suffering from poverty, and the disabled. European VPOs tend to focus their
activities in their home countries or in developing countries, mainly in Africa and Asia.
The survey also highlights some of the key components of the VP investment process.
In terms of deal identification and due diligence, VPOs tend to favour a proactive deal
identification process over applications, and due diligence is conducted either using
few days or more than 20 days. VPOs have invested over €1 billion through financial and
non-financial support since they began their operations, with an average annual financial
spend and non-financial spend of €4million and €1million respectively per VPO. The
median VP portfolio holds 10 investee organisations. Investment duration lasts between
2-5 years on average, and the main financing instrument remains the grant.
High engagement is evident in statistics on frequency of meetings with the SPOs, as
well as the proportion of VPOs that take board seats. The most frequently quoted nonfinancial services are strategy consulting, coaching and providing access to networks,
and non-financial support is by many quoted as being more important or as important
as the funding. Social performance measurement is an area where European VPOs are
still struggling. While many measure the social and financial performance, few have
implemented impact measurement systems that are able to aggregate performance
on portfolio level, and the social impact measures are still to be integrated in the VPO’s
strategic decision-making. There is no common understanding of the definition of exits,
although many VPOs report to be planning the exit strategy of their investments.
From this survey emerges the need to further define and develop best practice in the VP
industry. Important future EVPA initiatives in this direction include issuing guidelines on
impact measurement and reporting, as well as setting up a training programme for the VP
industry.

EUROPEAN VENTURE PHILANTHROPY ASSOCIATION KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

78 avenue de la toison d’or
1060 Brussels, Belgium
tel: +32 (0) 2.513.21.31
Fax: +32 (0) 2.534.24.77
Email : info@evpa.eu.com

Evpa is a membership association made up of organisations interested in or practicing venture
philanthropy. Established in 2004, the association is a unique network of venture philanthropy
organisations and others committed to promoting high-engagement grant making and social
investment in Europe. Currently the association has 140+ members from 19 countries.
Evpa’s mission is to promote the expansion, effectiveness and impact of venture philanthropy and
social investment in Europe.

the Evpa Knowledge Centre is the hub for European knowledge and thought leadership on venture
philanthropy and social investment. Its mission is to:

the Evpa Knowledge Centre is
kindly sponsored by
natixis private Equity

Evpa is extremely grateful to
Fondazione Crt, Impetus trust,
Invest for Children and
noaber Foundation for their
generous support

1. provide Evpa members with resources and knowledge to assist them in the development of strategy
and best practice
2. provide Evpa /vp field with legitimacy to:
• Inspire professionals and attract funding
• Enable academic research
• Engage public information
3. Connect practitioners, academics and advisors around field know-how.
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